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Traces the life of a baby sloth from birth to six months old, providing information about the sloth's physical growth and
developmental characteristics.
The ingenious author of 17 Things I'm Not Allowed to Do Anymore and a brilliant illustrator and production designer of
the Coraline movie have created a hilarious, touching picture book perfect for young animal lovers. Like the Caldecott
Medal-winning Officer Buckle and Gloria, Sparky stars a pet who has more to offer than meets the eye. When our
narrator orders a sloth through the mail, the creature that arrives isn't good at tricks or hide-and-seek . . . or much of
anything. Still, there's something about Sparky that is irresistible. Winner of the Charlotte Zolotow Award
A New York Times bestseller from the yoga instructor who inspires more than one million followers on Instagram every
day. Whether she’s practicing handstands on her stand-up paddleboard or teaching Downward-Facing Dog to the
masses, Rachel Brathen—Instagram’s @Yoga_Girl—has made it her mission to share inspirational messages with people
from all corners of the world. In Yoga Girl, Brathen takes readers beyond her Instagram feed and shares her journey like
never before—from her self-destructive teenage years in her hometown in Sweden to her adventures in the jungles of
Costa Rica, and finally to the beautiful and bohemian life she’s built through yoga and meditation in Aruba today.
Featuring spectacular photos of Brathen practicing yoga with breathtaking tropical backdrops, along with step-by-step
yoga sequences and simple recipes for a healthy, happy, and fearless lifestyle—Yoga Girl is like an armchair vacation to a
Caribbean spa.
In Baby, You’re Gonna Be Mine, Kevin Wilson’s first story collection in nearly a decade, Wilson combines his signature
quirkiness with his keen eye for emotional complexity to explore the fraught relationship between parents and children.
“Wildfire Johnny” is the story of a man who discovers a magic razor that allows him to travel back in time. “Scroll
Through the Weapons” is about a couple taking care of their underfed and almost feral nieces and nephews. “Signal to
the Faithful” follows a boy as he takes a tense road trip with his priest. And “Baby, You’re Gonna Be Mine,” the title
story, is about a narcissistic rock star who moves back home during a rough patch. These stories all build on each other
in strange and remarkable ways, showcasing Wilson’s crackling wit and big heart. Filled with imagination and humor,
Baby, You’re Gonna Be Mine is an exuberant collection of captivating and charmingly bizarre stories that promise to
burrow their way into your heart and soul.
WHY ARE SLOTHS ALWAYS SMILING? Perhaps it’s because they’ve mastered the art of taking it slow in a world
whose frenzied pace is driving the rest of us crazy. Here, in a mindfulness book like no other, heart-tuggingly cute
photographs of these always-chill creatures are paired with words of wisdom, all to inspire us to slow down, stop to enjoy
the little things, and come up relaxed, centered, and smiling.
Awww! This dragonlet emerged from its egg all alone in the world. It needs a guardian-like you!-to teach it the finer points
of flying, gold-hoarding, and toasting marshmallows with its breath. The Dragonkeeper's Guide within includes adoption
certificate and advice for rearing your new fiery friend. Feel the love! Kit box measures 3-1/2wide x 3-1/2 high x 1-5/8
deep.
Armadillo: Amazing Photos & Fun Facts Book About Armadillo For Kids
Clanton's Eisner Award-winning first book in his bestselling early graphic novel series is now available as a fin-tastic book and plush puppet
gift set. Full color. Consumable.
Duck doesn't like chatting, he doesn't like quacking, and he doesn't like splashing! He's off to find his own PRIVATE pond, and he wants it all
to himself. Watch out, this is one grumpy duck who means business.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Why do camels have long eyelashes? Come along on a desert adventure and have fun learning the special
things about desert animals that help them survive a hot and dry climate.
Everyone needs hugs, even if they're prickly. When Hedgehog wakes up feeling down in the snout and droopy in the prickles, he knows a
hug will make him feel much better. But none of his animal friends are eager to wrap their arms around Hedgehog's prickles, and he's too
smart to fall for Fox's sly offer. Then Hedgehog gets a surprise: Another animal in the forest is feeling exactly the same way. Luckily, both are
kind and brave enough for the perfect hug.
Simple text and photographs describe the plants, animals, and bodies of water that a bunny can see in the forest.
Who is sneaking into the orchard at night to eat apples? Take a stroll through this picture book to find out. Each illustration leaves a clue as to
who is hiding behind the tree. Young children will love guessing which animal is hidden. The rhythm and rhyme of this book will make it fun
for your little one to 'read' along.
Black Mirror meets What If It’s Us in this gripping, romantic, and wildly surprising novel about two boys lost in space trying to find their way
home—while falling in love—from the critically acclaimed author of We Are the Ants. When Noa closes his eyes on Earth and wakes up on a
spaceship called Qriosity just as it’s about to explode, he’s pretty sure things can’t get much weirder. Boy is he wrong. Trapped aboard
Qriosity are also DJ and Jenny, neither of whom remember how they got onboard the ship. Together, the three face all the dangers of space,
along with murder, aliens, a school dance, and one really, really bad day. But none of this can prepare Noa for the biggest challenge—falling
in love. And as Noa’s feelings for DJ deepen, he has to contend not just with the challenges of the present, but also with his memories of the
past. However, nothing is what it seems on Qriosity, and the truth will upend all of their lives forever. Love is complicated enough without also
trying to stay alive.

A debut YA rom-com about smart girls, love-struck boys, and quantum theory Seventeen-year-old Evie Beckham has
always been too occupied with her love of math and frequent battles with anxiety to want to date. Besides, she’s always
found the idea of kissing to be kind of weird. But by senior year, thanks to therapy and her friends, she’s feeling braver
than before. Maybe even brave enough to enter the national math and physics competition or flirt back with the new boy.
Meanwhile, Evie’s best friend, Caleb Covic, has always been a little in love with her. So he’s horrified when he is forced
to witness Evie’s meet-cute with the new guy. Desperate, Caleb uses an online forum to capture Evie’s interest—and it
goes a little too well. Now Evie wonders how she went from avoiding romance to having to choose between two—or is it
three?—boys.
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These cat-sized bundles of fur with big, bushy tails are as adorable as they are smelly! Skunk families make their dens in
hollow logs, in holes they’ve dug underground, or sometimes they just decide to live under houses or in sheds. They
tend to live in forested areas but also inhabit towns and cities throughout North America. And if anyone has a problem
with that, they get a quick spray of skunk juice! Through gorgeous pictures and simple text, readers will see how the cute
little kits learn about hunting and how to live on their own in this coming-of-age introduction to baby skunks.
When an unlikely friendship is sparked between relatively popular Kit Lowell and socially isolated David Drucker, Kit asks
David for his help figuring out the how and why of her father's tragic car accident.
* Covers more than 90 popular warm-blooded creatures from all over the world, from aardvark to wombat* Features a
two-page full-colour illustrated spread for each animal* Includes notes on natural history, range, and habitat,
measurements and characteristic features* Well-researched, informative and educational* Easily-accessed information in
digestible bits
Larry the Lemur is overlooked by his family and his parents--and that's just the way he likes it! Larry enjoys taking
advantage of his vivid imagination and his parents' forgetfulness to raise havoc in the forest! Will Larry navigate the maze
of the Lemurland theme park to find his brother? Why is Larry's father bald? Do rats in Larry's neck of the woods talk?
Larry finds answers to all of these questions and more as he puts his thinking tree to the test in his first set of five new
adventures.
The Emily Post Institute, the most trusted brand in etiquette, tackles the latest issues regarding how we interact along
with classic etiquette and manners advice in this updated and gorgeously packaged edition. Today’s world is in a state of
constant change. But one thing remains year after year: the necessity for good etiquette. This 19th edition of Emily
Post’s Etiquette offers insight and wisdom on a variety of new topics and fresh advice on classic conundrums, including:
Social media Living with neighbors Networking and job seeking Office issues Sports and recreation Entertaining at home
and celebrations Weddings Invitations Loss, grieving, and condolences Table manners While they offer useful
information on the practical—from table settings and introductions to thank-you notes and condolences—the Posts make it
clear why good etiquette matters. Etiquette is a sensitive awareness of the feelings of others, they remind us. Ultimately,
being considerate, respectful, and honest is what’s really important in building positive relationships. "Please" and "thank
you" do go a long way, and whether it’s a handshake, a hug, or a friend request, it’s the underlying sincerity and good
intentions behind any action that matter most.
In Slothee Wants Coffee, Slothee travels from Costa Rica to Brazil, Colombia, Indonesia, Ethiopia, and Hawaii in search
of the perfect cup of coffee. On the way, he meets new friends and learns about coffee and culture. Will Slothee find the
best cup of coffee? Read this book to join him on an educational, yet fun adventure!
The #1 New York Times bestselling (mostly true) memoir from the hilarious author of Furiously Happy. “Gaspingly funny and
wonderfully inappropriate.”—O, The Oprah Magazine When Jenny Lawson was little, all she ever wanted was to fit in. That dream
was cut short by her fantastically unbalanced father and a morbidly eccentric childhood. It did, however, open up an opportunity for
Lawson to find the humor in the strange shame-spiral that is her life, and we are all the better for it. In the irreverent Let’s Pretend
This Never Happened, Lawson’s long-suffering husband and sweet daughter help her uncover the surprising discovery that the
most terribly human moments—the ones we want to pretend never happened—are the very same moments that make us the people
we are today. For every intellectual misfit who thought they were the only ones to think the things that Lawson dares to say out
loud, this is a poignant and hysterical look at the dark, disturbing, yet wonderful moments of our lives. Readers Guide Inside
What if a coyote and dingo had a fight? Who do you think would win? This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious
animals. Readers will learn about each animal's anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before
finally discovering the winner! This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of
mammals, sea creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans.
Funky, fascinating...and freaky! These are just some of the words that describe the captivating and sometimes strange world of
scientific discovery. Worms with two heads, fruit that conducts electricity, and miniature brains that grow in petri dishes are a few
of the totally weird topics in this volume, which demonstrates to readers just how bizarre science can be. While examining
scientific peculiarities, readers will come to understand more about the theories and principles behind them. Engaging images, fact
boxes, and sidebars reinforce the concepts, which are closely connected to the elementary science curriculum.
Childrens Book: Amazing Facts & Pictures about African Bullfrog
There are times in life when all you need to find solace is a small gesture of consolation. 100 Hugs, a collection of everyday
comforts, offers such solace. Each hug is a reminder to slow down and take comfort in the little things, from indulging in warm
cookies and milk to watching fireflies on a summer evening. Sandy Gingras’s “hugs” are the beacons of light that shine through
the fog of everyday life. Sandy Gingras’s uplifting words illustrated with her original watercolor art create pretty little “hugs.”
These hugs are perfect to give as a gift or to keep for your own personal growth. They are nourishment for the body, mind, and
soul, reminding you to take a step back and become that flourishing version of you again.
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should she stay mortal and strengthen her
connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to become a vampire? When you loved the one who was killing you, it left you
no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had to
give, how could you not give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and
nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward
Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife have
led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully
human life has become the thread from which the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion
to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author
Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the
iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they
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want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
For years, Jared has existed on the fringes of both Eden society and Dallas O'Kane's Sector Four gang. He travels between these
worlds, protected by his money and power--money he earned selling his body, and power that comes from knowing secrets. He's
untouchable—until he starts a new life gathering intelligence for the O'Kanes. Lili Fleming walked out of Sector Five with a gun, the
bloodstained clothes on her back, and an icy determination to survive. She finds herself in a world where people live hard and love
harder, and nothing's more terrifying than how much the O'Kanes wake her up, make her feel—especially Jared. Emotion is a risk
he can't afford, and a complication she doesn't need. But neither can resist the lust simmering between them, and the sparks that
could either melt the ice around both their hearts…or get them killed. Because the only thing more dangerous than loving an
O'Kane is loving a spy.

Welcome to the wildly imaginative world of Pica Pau! Get together with the creative zebra, the thoughtful lion, the witty
anteater, the flamboyant elephant, and many more: there's room for everyone at Yan's craft table! Toy maker, character
designer, and crochet knitter Yan Schenkel has collected the most original amigurumi around her. In this book, she
shows her passion for amigurumi crochet in 20 new designs, and also shares special tips and tricks for every single
project. All patterns contain detailed instructions, accompanied by step-by-step pictures and explanations of all
techniques used, so both beginners and advanced crocheters can easily get acquainted with her animal band.
In an act known as Òpronking,Ó gazelles leap straight into the air with their backs arched before landing on all four feet.
Their motive is a mystery, but it may just be their way of telling predators ÒCanÕt touch this!Ó See what else gazelles
can do in this fact-filled title.
Introduces the pink river dolphin, describing its physical characteristics, habitat, life cycle, and ways in which it protects
itself from predators.
Take it slow! This serene little plush sloth needs an extremely gradual hug and a place to hang out. Comes with a mini
guidebook featuring sloth facts and fancies, as well as places to fill in the little details that make your slothlet unique.
Everythings better with a fuzzy friend!
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